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Performance Notes and Technical Rider 
 

Voice: 
The moderate-to-very-fast natural speech rhythm of the words dictates the pace of the violin. The 
violinist should perform the words in the following ways: 
 
normal text = neutral/normal speech 
 
underlined text = charismatic advertising/announcer/radio personality voice 
 
italicized text = very fast and clinical like the “side effects” voice at the end of a 
pharmaceutical commercial 
 
“bold and in quotation marks” = robot voice 
 
BOLD AND CAPS = slightly slower, resonant voice  
 
 
Violin:   
Solid diagonal lines in the violin part indicate glissandi that occur on the string and within the range 
specified in each section of the score. Solid horizontal lines indicate a sustained pitch. The attack of 
each glissando should line up with the beginning of the spoken word that it corresponds with. 
Quarter notes with tremolo marks indicate a fast tremolo for the duration of the dotted line. 
Dynamics can very widely depending on the speech techniques and the balance of the ring 
modulation, text, and violin. 
 
 
Electronics Summary: 
Two microphones are used, one on the violinist’s mouth and one on the violin. Both inputs are 
processed with a ring modulation MaxMSP patch in which each input has its own ring mod. The 
output of the violin ring mod comes out of the left speaker and the output of the voice ring mod 
comes out of the right speaker. The unprocessed sound should also be lightly amplified. The violin 
mic’s sound is modulated with a 1000hz sine wave. The voice’s modulating frequency changes 
throughout the piece. The electronics performer triggers changes in the voice’s modulating 
frequency and at certain points mutes both the ring modulators and the amplification using the mute 
button on the mixer. In the score, the “OFF” instruction with vertical dotted lines shows where the 
electronics should be muted. They are turned back on again at the next vertical dotted line. The keys 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the keyboard switch between the five different modulating frequencies. The 
electronics performer should follow the violinist and change or mute the ring mods based on when 
the violinist has finished speaking the previous word.   
 
Microphones: 

1. For the violinist’s mouth use a directional headset mic such as a DPA cardioid pointed away 
from the violin  

2. For the violin use a directional mic such as a DPA supercardioid positioned above the bridge 
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Max Patch: 
Using this patch the electronics performer can:  

1. check and control the ring modulation levels 
2. trigger the changes in modulating frequencies when specified in the score using the number 

keys 
  

 
Mixer: 
Route the sound in a way that makes it easy to control the unprocessed amplified sound and be sure 
that you can use a mute button to cut all electronics and amplification.  
 
Live Sound Mix: 
The mix of sound coming from the speakers should be heavy on the ring mod. When the electronics 
are muted it should be a very jarring change of both timbre and space as the live performer is 
suddenly all that is heard and the location of the sound is suddenly condensed.  
 
 




















